<<Professional Commission>>
<<WFK-PRO>>

Agreement of Membership

The subject of the agreement:
Professional commission of world federation of known MMA to he /she
…………………………………………………….……..................................................
Give right official representative in country ………………………………………………
1. The duties of the professional commission of world federation of known MMA (WFK
PRO) are:
2. to give the right to be the official representative of the professional commission of world
federation
of
known
MMA
(WFK)
to
he/she………………………………………………………after receiving all the necessary
fees and license costs.
3. To assist in organizing tournaments and shows of bout world and Asian and European
level.
4. To inform the official representative about changes and events when fighters
participate.
5. To
issue
official
documents
allowing
representative
it
in…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………….
6. To inform of referees and judges seminars and world congresses.
7. To break this agreement if the representative dose not cope with his job.
The duties of the official representative are:
1. To pay professional division of world federation of known MMA (WFK PRO) annual fees
of 1000 US$ In time before the …………………to the one of the following bank account.
UAE
Account Name: Mr. Hamid Mahdi Arianfar
Account No: 1000954394
Commercial Bank of Dubai, Deira Branch
SWIFT: CBDUAEAD
CBD EBAN number: AE190230000001000954394
Commercial Bank of Dubai, Deira Branch
P.O.Box:1709 Banyas ,Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971501499019 +971 4 2253222 Fax: + 971 4 2254565

2.To promote one world title and one continental title and five national title.
3.To arrange advertising campaigns to develop MMA and professional commission world
federation of known MMA (WFK)

1
The rights of the official representative are:
1. To hold ranking tournament bout professional after to get authorization from world
federation of known MMA (WFK).
2. Introduction the coverage of fighters list in addition to registration form of fighters
with national and international professional records every three month, once must
be completed.
3. To use the official logo of the WFK after having paid all the annual fees.
4. At least, the right of participation in one professional continental title or world title
official have been managed from professional commission of world federation of
known MMA (WFK).
The period of validity of this agreement:
This agreement is signed in both sides. This agreement is valid for the period of one
year after its signing.
Juridical addresses of both side:
Representative Name: ..........................................................
Address:
...........................................................................................................................................
..............................................
P.O.BOX:
...........................................................................................................................................
..............................................
TEL:
...........................................................................................................................................
..............................................
FAX:
...........................................................................................................................................
..............................................
Email:
...........................................................................................................................................
..............................................
Name: World Federation of known MMA (WFK)
th

Address: Sahra Sport Complex, 7 Golestan, Alvand Town, Hamedan, Iran
P.O. Box: 65155-845 Hamedan, Iran
Tel: +98 811 4252182
Fax: +98 8114252828
Email: Info @ wfk-gov.com
URL: www.wfk-gov.com

